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Abstract  
 
A In this paper, a three-dimensional autonomous chaotic system is introduced, which contains the 

quadratic, cubic and quartic nonlinearities. Cryptology application of the proposed chaotic system is 

discussed for the purpose of creating secure data bases and for sending secure messages. In particular, 

a chaotic encryption on an image implemented out to ensure data security. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The dynamical systems are well known for its various applications such as in a population 

growth model, biomedical, engineering, etc. [1-12]. Thus the chaos is a ubiquitous and extremely 

complex nonlinear phenomenon in nature. In fact, chaos is a general term used to represent the 

chaotic dynamical system. A lot of research has been done and the system has been widely 

investigated in all kinds of characteristics. 

 

In the past few years, motivated by many unknown interesting properties and some potential 

practical applications, great efforts and achievements have been made in constructing chaotic and 

hyperchaotic sytems [13-19]. In this paper, a chaotic system containing quadratic, cubic and 

quartic nonlinearities is proposed [20]. On the other hand; chaotic systems, have attracted lots of 

attention in recent years. Chaotic systems have been used in many different areas for different 

purposes. One of these areas is encryption. Numerous studies have been executed about 

importance security.  There have been many previous studies with different methods and chaos 

encryption [21-28].  

 

In this study, we executed the application of the chaotic system in cryptology where a chaotic 

encryption on an image is implemented out to ensure data security. In this application, encryption 

was done using chaotic system. The application on this article was performed with MATLAB 

(MatrixLaboratory), a program used in academic studies and Research and Developments as well 

as industrial enterprises.  

 

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the chaotic system is introduced. The basic 

dynamics of the proposed system have been discussed in the subsections. The cryptology 

application is given in Section 3. And finally, conclusion based on the theoretical and numerical 

investigation is given in Section 4. 
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2. The Chaotic System and Its Properties 

 

The chaotic system introduced in this paper is described as the following autonomy differential 

equations: 
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where yx, and z are state variables and dba ,,  and m are parameters. The parameters values are 

set to 5.1,07.0,8.1  dba  and 12.0m . The system exhibits a chaotic behavior for the 

chosen values. 

 

The initial values of the system are chosen as  0,0,5.0  and simulations have been completed. 

This nonlinear system exhibits the chaotic dynamic behavior. In Figure 1, we produce the 

zyzxyx  ,, and zyx  phase portraits of the chaotic system (1) using the MATLAB 

ode45 function. Figure 1 demonstrates the phase portraits for 12.0m . 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Phase portraits of system (1) with 5.1,07.0,8.1  dba  and 12.0m . 
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3. Method 

 

3.1. Cryptology Application 

 

Secure communication is one of the many application the areas of chaotic systems. In this article, 

a chaotic system was used to increase security of image. In addition to the chaotic system used, a 

nonlinear equation was also employed to increase security in communication.  

 

The keys in encryption and image in figure 3 to be encrypted were confused with the help of the 

function given in nonlinear equation (1) 
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where x  value in the function represents the keys produced with the help of the chaos generator 

seen on block diagram on Figure 2, and m value represents the image data in Figure 3 (256*256) 

to be encrypted. 

 

Figure 2 exhibits the general block diagram of encryption application for secure transmission of 

image. As can be seen from the block diagram, image data and keys produced with chaotic 

system are encrypted with the help of the function as in equation (1). Later, encrypted data in the 

block diagram can be decrypted with the inverse of the function. 

 

The values 0.9 and 4.8 are the other parameters to be known while decryption the encrypted data. 

The order of m values during data encryption and decryption is very significant. It can be 

observed that the function is different from those with 0 and 1 m value. 

If m value as 0 equation (2); 
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if m value as 1 equation (3); 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of Encryption and Decryption Image.  
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3.2. Application   

 

Figure 3 show 256*256 bits image to be encrypted. Original image in Figure 3 were encrypted by 

using the chaotic system. Encrypted image with chaotic system is shown in Figure 4.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Original Image. 

 

In order to decrypt the encrypted data in chaos based encryption applied here, one needs to know 

keys produced for each bit (256*256 keys for 256*256 bits of image) and the order of these keys, 

all parameters and initial values in chaotic systems, the non-linear equation used and all 

parameters belonging to this equation. Because of any mistake during the decryption of the 

encrypted data, such as changing even just one key data, encrypted data can not be decrypted and 

the original image can not be retained. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Using the Chaotic System Encrypted Image. 
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Figure 5 show decrypted image obtained from the decryption process which was performed as 

explained on the block diagram in part 4.1. There is no corruption in the image, which proves that 

both encryption and decryption processes were performed successfully. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Decrypted Image. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

This article has introduced a three-dimensional autonomous chaotic system.The cryptology 

application of the proposed system is also provided where a chaotic encryption on a image 

implemented out to ensure data security. In order to decrypt the encrypted data with chaos system 

applied here, one needs primarily to analyze chaotic system in this paper (all parameters, initial 

values in chaotic systems, etc.). Because the different chaotic system, encrypted data easily can 

not be decrypted and the original image can not be retained. 
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